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Editorial

April saw a continued buying momentum from FIIs in the equity markets, however the net inflows were lower than
March. Markets remained volatile due to ongoing elections. Industrial production fell for the first time in nearly two
years. This coupled with rising crude prices and Trump’s tweet on imposing trade restrictions on Chinese goods,
dragged the markets in the early trading sessions of May. Election results, GDP numbers and 4Q earnings are likely to
drive the markets for the remaining part of the month. In cover story, we give our views on market reactions to election
outcomes. In sector update section, we give our views Private Banks and outlook on the same. In “Learn a Term”
segment, we explain what Valuation multiples are and how to put them to use while making investment choices.
Happy Investing!!
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DEBT MARKET UPDATE

Bond markets ended negatively for the month,
despite the rate cut announcement from RBI in
April month policy. Although the rate cut and
announcement of OMOs in two tranches in the
month of May was much expected, the maintenance
of neutral stance and cautious view on inflation
was taken as potential pause for further rate cuts.
The 10 year Gsec bond yields ended 6bps higher at
7.41% and 10 year AAA yields ended 21 bps higher
at 8.40%.
Markets were also concerned with sanctions on
import of Iranian oil to 8 countries which ended
2-May, and also the spike in crude price by 6% to
USD 72.8 as month ended. Average liquidity deficit

increased to INR 710bn in April from INR 575bn in
the March.
RBI announced open market operations (OMO)
auctions of INR250bn in May and the second USD/
INR swap auction by RBI of USD 5 bn to inject
further liquidity. The swap auction saw a cut off of
838p with a weighted average premium of 843.5p
significantly higher than secondary market levels
of 800-810p indicating strong demand.
The recent forecast of Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD), a near normal monsoon at 96%
of Long period average (LPA). The corporate bond
segment and the money markets remained under
pressure due to tightness in system liquidity.

Outlook:
Going forward we expect more easing and RBI is
also increasingly focussing on transmission as it
continues it FX swap program and OMO auctions to
supply durable liquidity and improve transmission.
AAA corporate bonds between 2 to 5 years maturity
are better in terms of risk to reward ratio.

On mutual funds, for investors who are concerned
about safety and liquidity, can look at corporate
bond funds and Banking & PSU category funds.
Another important point to note is that, post the
re-classification, Credit Risk category funds will
carry equal risk like investing in an equity fund.

Concerns on global growth continued with IMF
slashing its global growth forecasts for third time,
bringing it down by 20bps to 3.3% from 3.5% in
Jan-2019 on account of trade off tensions and
potential disorderly Brexit.

Also investors, who have a 3 to 5 years time horizon
of investment, can slowly start investing in medium
term funds, which an eye on the quality of the
portfolio.
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EQUITY MARKET
OUTLOOK
Global equity markets were robust and
outperformed Emerging markets. Developed
markets (MSCI Developed market index was up
3.4% MoM Vis-a-Vis Emerging Market Index of 2%
MoM) with US - 3.9%; Germany – 7.1%; UK – 2.3%
and Japan – 4.2%. Indian markets after a sharp
rally in March (10.2% MoM), was up only by 0.5%
MoM in April.
Global growth concerns continued to put
downward pressure on prices of most industrial
metals. Global currencies were flat for the quarter,
while INR was down by 0.3% MoM, but up by 6.4%
over the last six months against dollar. Improving
growth outlook reduced the probability of rate
hike across the board of various central banks.
In domestic markets, with election results nearby,
markets continued to be volatile with limited
retail participation.
Large caps continued to
be outperform mid and small caps on account
of FII inflows. On sectoral basis IT was the key
outperformer with 6.4% MoM, driven by strong
results though margins were under pressure.

Outlook:
The demand slowdown in some markets of
domestic market led by liquidity squeeze continues
and has further deepened specifically to Auto
sector. Experts believe this would be a temporary
phenomenon and should bounce back in future
given the steps taken by RBI on liquidity situation.
Early indicators point out first half of FY20 will be
subdued due to impact of election and 2HFY20
could possibly overshoot the expectations led by
policy initiatives of the new government, moderate
inflation scenario, global growth and favourable
base. Apart from usual macroeconomic parameters
and corporate earnings trend, key things to watch
out for includes improvement of liquidity in
the system, outcome of central elections, policy
initiatives of the new government, monsoon trends
and outcome of US-China trade talks.

March-2019 credit growth stood at 12.3% YoY
largely supported by NBFCs. Auto sales for March
2019 continued to be subdued across the board.
Crude reacted to Iranian oil import waivers,
despite strong US inventory levels early this month.
Refining margins have recovered, but still continue
to remain weak.
In this scenario, we recommend Large & Midcap funds, and Multicap funds. Mid and small cap segment has
corrected and valuations look good at this level. Clients with aggressive outlook can look at staggering
investments in mid and small cap funds.
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Outlook:
In short term Bank Nifty was in uptrend from 27,500 levels and got resistance around 30,600 levels
and retraced to 28,500 levels. We expect, in coming day’s Bank Nifty will continue its uptrend towards
31,500 levels.
Trading range for the week: 30000 - 31500
Short term Support: 28500 and 28000
Short term Resistance: 31500 and 32000

SECTOR UPDATE- PRIVATE BANKS

Credit growth: Credit spreads paid by NBFCs / HFCs over benchmark bond yields have risen significantly
across rating categories and tenors in 2HFY19, causing NBFCs (including HFCs) to take a cautious stance
on expanding their loan book. During the same time, banks are vigorously expanding their share of
the pie. In 2HFY19 credit growth (YoY) in Schedule commercial banks spiked to 14-15%, which are the
highest levels in 5 years.
Capital adequacy and Asset quality: RBI’s measures to ease systemic liquidity made more capital available
for banks, further aiding in the loan book growth. Systemic liquidity moved to a deficit phase in mid
February, reflecting built up of Government cash and hence the RBI in anticipation of further seasonal
deficit in systemic liquidity pumped in money in various forms. Measures like the rupee dollar swap
(INR 346bn in each tranche), OMO purchases (aggregating to INR 2.98tn in FY19), and cut in SLR rate
(gradually from Jan-19 onwards), aided bank’s surplus cash availability. This apart, Government infused
INR 1.06tn, for recapitalization of PSU banks, in several tranches.
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Recovery and resolution process being systemized
through the introduction IBC has further aided
PSU banks. However, the process involved heavy
haircuts and from the recent publications of the
Insolvency & Bankruptcy Board Of India (IBBI), we
infer that it has actually not speeded up the process
as anticipated. According to the publication, the 12
large accounts, where resolution was initiated by
banks as directed by RBI, had an outstanding claim
of INR 3.45tn, vs. the liquidation value of INR 732bn
(merely 21% of claim), implying the low realization
from these accounts.
Even within banks, private banks continue to have
an edge in terms of higher availability of capital,
better NPA levels (through superior underwriting
procedures) and thus superior return ratios.
The liquidity tightening faced by NBFCs has had
multifold effects on several other sectors such
as the real estate and Automobile sectors, thus
resulting in heavy slippages from the SME and
corporate sectors. However, adverse effects of
liquidity crunch on banks could be minimal given
their diversified risk profiling.
Liability franchise and NIMs: Banks have been
able to maintain steady spreads due to strong

deposit mobilization, more predominantly CASA
mobilization. Deposit growth in banks has been
in the range of 7-11% in FY19. Empirical results
in studies done by the research wing of RBI reveal
that income and financial inclusion are long-term
structural drivers for growth in deposit mop up
while the interest rate and Sensex returns (returns
from other asset classes from an investment
perspective) impact deposit growth only in the
short-run.
Benign set of inflation numbers (CPI rose 2.92% in
April, well below RBI’s targeted 4%) indicate likely
rate cuts in the coming policy meets. So these could
lead to spikes in NIMs in the short run for banks.
While the NIMs will return to normal in long run,
reduced interest rates could have a positive impact
on credit growth.
Our Picks: Amongst the mid cap banking stocks
under our coverage, we are positive on RBL Bank,
DCB Bank and AU Small Finance bank, due to
their strong credit growth (20-30% YoY in FY19),
superior NIMs (>3.7%), lower credit costs (GNPAs
at 2% or below).
Risks: surprises in asset quality due to exposures to
MSMEs and mid-sized corporate.
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VALUATION MULTIPLES
LEARN A TERM
For the simple choice of buying a phone, we end up
mulling over spending significant sums of money
on high end branded smart phones against their
relatively economical Chinese counterparts. Yet
the price doesn’t act as a deterrent on the sales
numbers of the high end branded smart phones,
for the simple reason that, the premium price
paid, is for the superior quality, better specs, brand
value, resulting in best in class user experience. This
signifies the importance of the concept of “value”

over the simple plain concept of “price”.
Similarly in the stock market, the price of a share
could be costly or cheap, relative to the value
per share of the company in question. This value,
otherwise referred to as the intrinsic value or fair
value, is computed using several methods. Here we
discuss a few commonly used valuation multiples/
methodologies.

ÈÈ

Price to Book or P/B ratio: This metric compares the price of the stock to the book value per
share of the company. This is generally used for valuing banks and other financing companies,
whose principle business is lending and thus generating income based on the loan “book”. Often,
a variant of this, i.e., the adjusted book value is used to eliminate the net non performing assets
from the loan book of the company.

ÈÈ

Price to Earnings or P/E ratio: This metric gauges the value of the company to its earnings generating
capacity, or more precisely, the Earnings per share of the company. This is often used for companies
where it is difficult to predict the cash flows of the company, for example, software and insurance
companies.

ÈÈ

Discounted cash flows (DCF): This method of arriving at an intrinsic or fair value, takes into account
the projected future cash flows of the company, which are then discounted to arrive at their today’s
value. This is more useful for companies where cash flows follow a said pattern and offer greater
visibility for the coming years in terms of working capital cycle, capex outlay, etc.

ÈÈ

EV/EBITDA: This method takes into consideration the enterprise value of a company, i.e the money
invested in the company (debt and equity), versus the operating return they generate. This can be
seen as the likes of RoCE, where instead of book values of equity and debt, their current market
values are considered. This is predominantly used for capital intensive or asset intensive businesses,
such as cement and power companies.

ÈÈ

Dividend yield: This metric computes the yield generated by the stock in terms of dividends paid
in a given year. This is used in the case of companies, where not much money is retained from the
earnings of the company and hence is distributed back to the shareholders in the form of dividends,
for example in the case of public utilities and oil marketing companies. This could also be used to
arrive at a value by capitalizing the expected dividends from a company.This apart, companies
are often valued using several other methods such as, variants of the DCF model, replacement
cost approach, etc. Often times, since one single multiple doesn’t fit in for all the varied kind of
businesses a company is into, a sum of the parts valuation method, commonly called the SOTP is
used to arrive at the fair value of the company (or share).

If the intrinsic value computed using the above methods, is lower than the current market price of
the stock, it is said to be OVERVALUED and if the intrinsic value is higher than the CMP, it is said to be
UNDERVALUED.
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ELECTIONS AND MARKET IMPACT
VOTE

Markets have been lurching wildly as various possibilities and scenarios are predicted as election outcome.
Historically we would have seen, stocks are vulnerable to political outcomes and react every 5 years to
country’s biggest political event. Apart from wild swings, the markets also provide wide opportunities
for investors to participate and make returns from the market. There is a certain timeline where the
possibilities of returns are high with few exceptions. The markets mostly move to speculative mode
predicting over new policies or policy changes that could affect adversely or favourably certain sectors.
In this scenario, we would like to suggest some sensible insights about markets, as how one should look
at such big events like this election and how the portfolio should be adjusted or changed depending on
the scenario.
Please find below a table as how the markets have reacted during pre and post election periods over the
years.
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By looking at the above data, we can make certain
assumptions that, election period volatility does not
stay long, irrespective of the kind of government
getting formed at centre. Although this simple
fact is known to most investors, but in real time
scenario, there is lot of pessimism and ambiguity in
taking decisions about investments or changes to
be effected to their portfolio.

Similarly, during 2009, elections, exit poll was
predicting hung assembly, UPA managed to get
clear majority and markets took it positive and
there was a immediate rally after the results.

Looking at the last three election seasons (2004,
2009 & 2014), there was lot of anxiety and surprises
when the actual results came through. During the
2004 elections, exit polls prediction was that the
same party (BJP) will come back to power, but the
results where other way around. Most of the poll
surveyors did not consider the anti-incumbency
factor to play a major part. Markets where bleeding
badly but did not last long. Once the government
was set, markets started factoring the news and
gradually started moving up.

So investors who invest for long term and wealth
creation, need not get anxious about this interim
volatility and should ideally look at balancing the
portfolio during this periods.

In 2014 elections, exit polls predicted antiincumbency factor and a change in guard, but the
results still surprised with clean majority to single
party (BJP).

Below are few points, which we suggest to consider
before taking any decision in the portfolio or
change in asset allocation:

ÈÈ

Volatility is not here to stay forever and sometime it is good to be greedy during this periods.

ÈÈ

When your investment time horizon is long, short term volatility should not bother you.

ÈÈ

Asset allocation is very important and once you decide your asset allocation pattern, stick to it and
keep balancing your portfolio at regular intervals.

ÈÈ

Profit booking is as important as investing and should be done with changes affecting the
investments.

ÈÈ

Change in the asset allocation should be done as we reach closer to the time horizon of the goal.

We suggest investors to look at Large & Midcap and Multicap funds for long term wealth creation. In case
the current the current government continues, either by majority or in coalition, indicating stability the
focus would continue to be on Infrastructure companies, Cement and other building materials including
paints, ceramics etc. The markets have already factored in BJP winning the elections, but in case the
result is to the contrary we can expect a repeat of 2004 where the markets were down ~17% one month
post elections. While elections could cause a temporary volatility, the medium to long term returns in
the markets would be determined by corporate earnings and other fundamental factors. We remain
bullish on sectors such as Private Banks (retail focused), Information Technology and consumer staples
irrespective of the election outcomes.
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